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Abstract 

This paper deals with the designing and implementation of microcontroller based security system to alert when 

unauthorized persons try to enter in a home. The first phase of security was implemented using a GSM module 

to send alert message (SMS). To make the system robust additional layers of security has been incorporated by 

including security devices such as android based door password, manual keyboard to open the door, PIR 

motion to detect unauthorized person in the home, rotating ultrasonic sensor by servo motor to active the 

camera to capture image and RF transceiver to produce voice signal to alert people outside the home. The 

system’s main hardware was designed by Arduino based microcontroller ATmega328. Arduino ISP was used 

for system designing and Arduino serial monitor is used to test the GSM module. The implemented system was 

seen to perform well. 
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1. Introduction 

Developing Home security has been a concern for all people living in cities worldwide. Home security 

systems are for automating, improving security, safety, communication, comfort and energy saving. A smart 

home system is built with different types of sensors to provide insinuate and precise monitoring [1]. In these 

days, home security has become an important issue due to high rate of crimes. In the beginning, the security 

system was quite basic and offered simpler facilities. But in the present days many other facilities are included 

in the system to make the city-homes more comfortable, intelligent and secure [2,3]. In this work a robust 

microcontroller based security system was implemented for smart home applications.  
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The rest of the paper has been designed as follows- section-2 related work, section-3 proposed system, 

section-4 system designing, section-5 hardware, section-5 software simulation circuit, section-6 result and 

discussion and section-7 conclusions. 

2. Related Work 

Many researchers designed and implemented various types of home security system based on sensor contacts 

such as finger print and palm print scanner [4] .GSM based security system is also available with them [5]. The 

range depends on the number of controlling system such as computer or microcontroller with varying 

automation. Home security system is covered for comfortable security and efficient energy [6]. Many 

researchers suggested and proposed a number of home security at different techniques based on GSM, GPRS, 

and Internet technology. R.Hossain et al. has proposed and implemented Global system for mobile 

communication (GSM) based home security by ATMEGA16 microcontroller with mobile interfacing [7]. F. 

Shawki et al. and O. Eseosa et al. has proposed  a system for smart home with security system based on 

PIC18F452 microcontroller with GSM technology [8,9]. Additional facilities have been added on this system 

like temperature sensor, Smoke sensor, Fire sensor, Gas sensor etc. S. Budijono et al. has proposed and 

implemented home security with short message service (SMS) [10]. This system is maintained or activates and 

deactivates using SMS through GSM module, Atmega328 and mobile device. Remote monitoring based system 

has been implemented by N. Agarwal et al. to identify difference LED light intensity captured by photo diode 

reflected from the finger [11]. Designing and implementing a home security system using 802.15.4 standard 

known as Zigbee has been proposed by N. Hashim et al. [12]. Motion sensor and magnetic door sensor to give 

high security are added by them .An online based home security system against intruder and fire and smoke has 

been implemented by P. S. Bangare et al. [13]. GSM and GPS based intelligent security system to give 

information of the sensor condition to desired number and find the location to nearest fire station and police 

station. This system is proposed by Nandeesh G S et al. [14]. 

3. Proposed System 

In this work emphasis was given to design a robust system compared to the published reports [15-18], where 

PIC microcontroller and AT mega serial microcontroller were used for controlling the system, but in the 

present work an open source electronics platform Arduino was used to interface between hardware and 

software. ATmega-328p serial microcontroller was configured as Arduino comfortable. RF transceiver was 

used in this system. Android phone & microcontroller were connected via IEEE802.15 standard device 

(Bluetooth) and all sensors serial outputs were being monitored by it. Block diagram of proposed Arduino open 

source microcontroller based home security system has shown in Fig.1. This system contains three parts such 

as input, control and output. At first controller section waits to response from the android mobile by sending a 

pulse through Bluetooth device to open the door.  In this system, a manual 4×4 keypad was used to unlock and 

lock the door. An ultrasonic sensor with servo motor was used to detect unauthorized person moving around 

the door. If someone tries to unlock the system, then the sensor will be activated. This pulse is received by 

controller and the controller section activates the devices such as GSM module, LCD display, camera, RF 

Transceiver and buzzer. 

However, making activation of output devices depends on the sensing pulses of the microcontroller from 

input section. To unlock or lock a home in legal way, signal is given to the Arduino via manual keyboard or 

android phone and the microcontroller sends a signal to the magnetic switch to lock or unlock the system. At 

same time message is displayed in LCD. When anyone tries to unlock the system in illegal way, ultrasonic 

sensor detects it with the help of microcontroller, camera will turn ON for taking picture or videos, GSM [19] 

module will send message to the owner of this system, RF transceiver will play buzzer at the long distance 

from the home because of being wireless device. Those activities can be easily informed to security guard and 

owner of home. Surrounding LED display placed at the home can indicate all wrong activities of this system. 
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Inside the home a PIR sensor detects intrusion people and also alerts the owner of the system by displaying 

LCD and by sending SMS [20] with exact position through GSM module. This system is so called as multi 

operation security system. There is also a manual reset switch to regain this system in normal condition. This 

system contains two parts, one is hardware unit and another is system designing unit. At system designing unit, 

program has been designed with Arduino open source programmer flowing to the block diagram of this system. 

 

 

Fig.1. Block Diagram of Proposed Arduino Uno Open Source Microcontroller Based Home Security System. 

4. System Designing 

The flowchart of proposed home security system at password verification has shown in Fig.2 that indicates 

the procedure of software unit design. In the first flowchart the Bluetooth GSM module, RF transceiver and 

keypad are used. From where the microcontroller takes the input signal and after processing this signal, the 

microcontroller gives a signal to the corresponding devices. The microcontroller takes decision after getting 

input signal. Here gives a condition to verify door unlock, turn on the buzzer via RF transceiver. The second 

flowchart shows the camera swathing and SMS alert when proper signal is received by the microcontroller 

(Fig.3). 
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Fig.2. Flowchart of Proposed Home Security System at Password Verification. 

 

Fig.3. Flowchart of Proposed Home Security System by Obstacle Detection. 
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5. Hardware 

Intelligence based home security system was designed by using different types of sensing devices such as 

GSM 900 modules, LCD display, 4*4 keypad, Servo motor, Ultrasonic sensor, PIR motion sensor, Camera [21] 

and buzzers etc. 

GSM 900 module is a Quad-band cell phone comfortable with GSM technology. It works on 

850/900/1800/1900 MHz frequency. It is not used only for accessing internet but also communication for 

calling and SMS system. The GSM 900 module is shown in Fig.4. 

 

 

Fig.4. GSM 900 Module for Arduino. 

LCD Display is an electronics visual display based on light modulating properties of liquid crystal.4*4 

keypad consists of 16 individual characters. Each button gave an individual signal to identify each character. 

This LCD module is shown in Fig.5. 

 

 

Fig.5. LCD 16*2. 

Servo motor is nothing but a simple electrical motor with some gear that is controlled by giving pulse for a 

specific duration. Different sizes of gear help to control it to its desired position. The Fig.6 shows the Servo 

motor.
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Fig.6. Servo sg90 Motor. 

Ultrasonic sensor is a distance measurement device that sends trigger signal and receives eco signal from 

obstacle in front of it. Ultrasonic module is shown in Fig.7. 

 

 

Fig.7. Ultrasonic Sensor. 

PIR motion sensor is a device that detects the motion of human and other animal by using IR and Lens. This 

motion sensor is represented on Fig.8. 

 

 

Fig.8. PIR Motion Sensor. 

Bluetooth [22] is a device that creates a personal area wireless network in a short distance. It uses ISM band. 

The technological name of Bluetooth is IEEE 802.15 standard. A HC-05 number Bluetooth is shown in Fig.9.
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Fig.9. Bluetooth module HC-05. 

RF transceiver [23,24] is a wireless transmitter and receiver that uses radio frequency to communication. The 

radio frequency module is shown in Fig.10. 

 

 

Fig.10. RF Transceiver. 

Camera is a device that captures image and stores on this memory and it is also able to video. There are 

different types of camera. Each camera has different properties. Some camera’s image quality is very good 

which depends on its pixel. A very useful pen camera with 32GB memory is shown in Fig.11. 

 

 

Fig.11. Pen Camera. 

Keypad is an input device by which input is given to the microcontroller. There are different types of keypad. 

In this paper the 4*4 keypad is used. The keypad’s button gives the corresponding signal of this button present 

on that row and column. This keypad is shown in Fig.12. 
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Fig.12. 4*4 Keypad. 

Buzzer is a sound generator device that produces sound very sharply. Buzzer is shown in Fig.13. 

 

 

Fig.13. Buzzer. 

The heart of this system was a microcontroller. Here Arduino Uno microcontroller was used. The 

microcontroller takes input signal and decides according to its given instruction. The Fig.14 shows the 

microcontroller of Arduino Uno configuration. Arduino is an open source platform with lots of library. This 

board holds ATmega328p microcontroller. To use the Arduino platform, the microcontroller, is to be 

configured as that configuration then it works on this platform. 

 

 

Fig.14. Arduino Uno. 
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This system is designed by proteus simulation software with adding different types of library. This 

simulation circuit works properly. Implementation of this system is shown in Fig.15. 

6. Software Simulation Circuit 

After completing the system design and hardware selection schematic circuit is drawn in proteus simulation. 

The proteus simulation circuit works properly. When this circuit’s all element and parts work accurately then 

this circuit is implemented that is shown in Fig.15. 

 

 

Fig.15. Schematic Diagram of the Proposed Home Security System 

 

Fig.16. Implemented Circuit 
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7. Result and Discussion 

The implemented system is shown in Fig.16. All the sensors in this system were seen to perform accurately. 

PIR motion sensor detects any animal or human in motion very accurately and gives a desired output from this 

sensor. Gas detector detects gas around it and gives output properly. Bluetooth module generates responses 

with android phone very quickly.  GSM 900 module was working properly and responded fast by sending and 

receiving SMS. The whole system’s power supply was designed precisely that all the sensor and 

microcontroller get accurate power. No loading effect takes place on this system. To make the system more 

reliable, in this work, a camera has been added that capture video of surrounding areas [25]. GSM module 

makes it more secured because it updates information to the house owner through SMS. All units of the system 

work properly and provide services as a professional security guard. This system can be improved by adding 

Wi-Fi network [26] as it coverage area is larger than Bluetooth devices and through Wi-Fi network the video 

signal can be transmitted. There is also an option to capture image and send to the owner of the home. If more 

sensor or more functions are added, then the system will be highly secured.  

To complete this complex home security system many problems had been faced. GSM 900 Arduino based 

module, RF Transceiver, Bluetooth interfacing with android application, PIR motion Sensor & servo rotation 

were troublesome to ensure proper communication unitedly. Firstly, the power section of GSM module did not 

match. Another problem occurred for not having proper internal operating delay to complete its operation. 

However, all shortcomings and mismatches were resolved with utmost care and finally the system was seen to 

perform very well giving security and comfort with an intelligent way.  

8. Conclusions 

Home security system plays a vital role in daily life of city dwellers. It makes life easy, comfortable and free 

from worry. In the present research, an Arduino microcontroller based home security system was designed 

incorporating GSM module and many types of sensors. The system was made robust including several layers of 

security devices. If one of them fails or become unable to provide its function, another device will still be 

active ensuring complete security.  
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